This is the story of Earl Tupper’s Dream
*Give everyone a different game prize before you start reading.
Read the story and have them exchange their gift to the
RIGHT or LEFT while you read the story. They wind up with
the gift they are holding when you finish the story. It talks
about the company, while dating and recruiting for you!

Earl Tupper started his idea with the RIGHT design. He realized that the
seal on a paint can kept the paint fresh, and decided he could use the same
principle to keep food fresh in the RIGHT type of container. He LEFT
Dupont Chemical and designed the plastic container. Earl put Tupperware
in stores, but it LEFT him flat. Then, Brownie Wise came to him with the
RIGHT idea. “Let’s sell it directly through a Party Plan” she said. Well, she
was RIGHT!
Tupperware grew through this plan and became an extraordinary design for
everyday living. It has the RIGHT design, function, and value for today’s
working women. Tupperware LEFT the US and went worldwide!
Now, Tupperware is a household name around the world. RIGHT here in
the US/CAN, there are customers everywhere. In your office, the mall, your
family, RIGHT down to your various clubs and organizations, you can find
customers to help you grow. There is unlimited opportunity to being the
RIGHT kind of consultant and hostess.
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As a consultant, you can make money LEFT and RIGHT through selling,
recruiting, and our manager and Director opportunities. The immediate
discount and fun should not be LEFT out! As a hostess, you can receive
many wonderful gifts, just RIGHT for your needs.
RIGHT now you can get started in your own business and reap the rewards!
You can earn a Free car, trips, gifts, cash bonuses and Free Tupperware
RIGHT with your starter kit. You will not find a better company to work for!
Imagine the opportunity to earn RIGHT from the start $100 a week just
holding 1 party and don’t be LEFT behind when you can pursue our director
program and have a 6 figure income!
That’s RIGHT! Don’t be LEFT out. Find out how easy it is to make money
and have fun, doing it the Tupper way….the RIGHT way!!

